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Windows 2000 Performance GuideO'Reilly, 2002
The load your users place on your Windows 2000 servers may increase approximately linearly over time, but that's no guarantee that the servers' performance will degrade smoothly and predictably. Rather--and this is the crux of Windows 2000 Performance Guide--a modest increase in workload can often cause a significant, even catastrophic,...
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Pro Windows Server AppFabric (Beginning)Apress, 2010

	This book will teach you all about Windows Server AppFabric (code-named “Dublin”),a set of extensions to Windows Server that allow it to function as a lightweight, application server. The combination of Windows Server and AppFabric provides an easy-to-manage platform for developing, deploying, and reliably hosting middle-tier...
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Cybercrime and Espionage: An Analysis of Subversive Multi-Vector ThreatsSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Thank you for picking up this book! We believe that if you are reading this page, you are an individual seeking to gain a greater degree of familiarity with cybercrime and espionage, and more likely than not, believe that the realities outweigh the fear, uncertainty, and doubt associated with these two topics. Our desire in writing this...
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Advanced C and C++ CompilingApress, 2014

	Learning how to write C/C++ code is only the first step. To be a serious programmer, you need to understand the structure and purpose of the binary files produced by the compiler: object files, static libraries, shared libraries, and, of course, executables.

	

	Advanced C and C++ Compiling explains the build process in...
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Scheduling: Theory, Algorithms, and SystemsSpringer, 2016

	This new edition provides an up-to-date coverage of important theoretical models in the scheduling literature as well as  significant scheduling problems that occur in the real world. It again includes supplementary  material in the form of  slide-shows from industry and movies that...
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Big Data Analysis with Python: Combine Spark and Python to unlock the powers of parallel computing and machine learningPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Get to grips with processing large volumes of data and presenting it as engaging, interactive insights using Spark and Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Get a hands-on, fast-paced introduction to the Python data science stack
	
			Explore ways to create useful metrics and statistics from...
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Numerical Computing with Python: Harness the power of Python to analyze and find hidden patterns in the dataPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Understand, explore, and effectively present data using the powerful data visualization techniques of Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Use the power of Pandas and Matplotlib to easily solve data mining issues
	
			Understand the basics of statistics to build powerful predictive data...
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Molecular Cell BiologyW. H. Freeman, 2003
Like ourselves, the individual cells that form our bodies can grow, reproduce, process information, respond to stimuli, and carry out an amazing array of chemical reactions. These abilities define life. We and other multicellular organisms contain billions or trillions of cells organized into complex structures, but many organisms consist of a...
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Joomla! E-Commerce with VirtueMartPackt Publishing, 2009
VirtueMart is a widely used component for adding e-commerce to a Joomla! site. VirtueMart covers all the aspects of e-commerce in an easy-to-use fashion and allows administrators to configure the various factors such as those of the shop, selling workflow, payment, products, and more. It also has many other features, which include managing...
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Master Lighting Guide for Portrait PhotographersAmherst Media, 2004

	Time-tested lighting strategies that will improve the quality of a portrait are detailed in this book for beginning photographers. Terminology used by industry pros is explained, the equipment needed to create professional results is outlined, and the unique role that each element of the lighting setup plays in the studio is explored....
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Graphical Models with R (Use R!)Springer, 2012

	Graphical models in their modern form have been around since the late 1970s and

	appear today in many areas of the sciences. Along with the ongoing developments

	of graphical models, a number of different graphical modelling software programs

	have been written over the years. In recent years many of these software developments

	have...
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Programming Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Exchange (with CD-ROM)Microsoft Press, 2000
Developers learn how to build and run core business services across the enterprise using Microsoft's powerful messaging and collaboration tools?Outlook 2000 and Exchange Server 5.5. Now in its second edition, this bestselling book has been updated and revised to dig even deeper into Outlook 2000 capabilities such as the Digital Dashboard, the...
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